Unravelling the Synergy between Oxygen Vacancy and Oxygen Substitution in BiO2-x for Efficient Molecular Oxygen Activation.
Defects are ubiquitous in nanomaterials, which often bring new properties that are absent in their pristine counterparts. To date, most studies have focused on the effect of single defect while ignoring the synergy (electronic or other effect) of multifold defects. Herein, a model of photocatalytic molecular oxygen (O2 ) activation is selected to unravel the role of dual defects by decorating bismuth oxide with surface O vacancy and bulk O substitution simultaneously. Results show that introducing dual defects plays a spatial and electronic synergistic process: (i) the O substitution can induce a local electric field in the bulk of BiO2-x , which can promote bulk separation of electrons and holes immediately after their generation; (ii) the O vacancy can efficiently lower the conduction band, serve as the capture center for electrons, thus facilitate the adsorption and activation of O2 . Notably, this effect is greatly promoted by the co-existence of bulk O substitution, and DFT calculations show that only O substitution nearby O vacancy can play this role. This work is expected to inspire more brilliant studies on the versatility of defects engineering in various fields.